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abbyy finereader 14 is the most up-to-date version, and includes the following key features: text
recognition is performed using abbyy's in-house, ai-powered ocr engine, which boosts the accuracy
of recognition compared to other document-compare apps like omnipage or pdf-xchange. the ocr

engine incorporates a number of techniques, including a neural network that can analyze patterns in
documents such as handwriting, optical character recognition, and text formatting. it can also

account for text formatting that's not standard, and can also recognize handwritten characters and
merge them with recognized text. the ocr engine supports multiple languages, including english,

german, french, spanish, italian, dutch, japanese, korean, and portuguese. the verification window
lets you confirm and correct the ocr results. it includes a numbered list of suggested alternatives,

with the results you select at the top of the list. if you select a different reading, the result replaces
the old one. document comparison lets you compare pdf files side-by-side. when you select a text
block in one pdf, a list of variants is displayed, as well as the variant that's the best match for the

selection. document comparison has a new feature that lets you remove or replace a text block with
a new block of text. this new feature is only available in the corporate version of finereader 14.

document comparison has a new feature that lets you extract text from a pdf page. select a page
number, and the selection expands to include the entire page. you can then extract text, replace

text, or export it as a new document.
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finereader is not just an all-
in-one pdf-editing, ocr, and
pdf-compare app. you can

use it to open and edit word
documents, and if you scan

a word document, it will
convert the page images to
pdf and embed them in the
document. there's also an
offline viewer that lets you

zoom in on page images and
edit them right in the app.

another nice feature is
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abbyy's smart lookup
feature, which lets you open

a pdf file and search for
specific information. for

example, you can search for
a company's phone number
or email address, or you can
search an entire document
for a particular phrase. this
feature is useful for quickly

finding important
information, such as a

person's email address.
abbyy finereader's office
integration is strong. you
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can open word, excel, and
powerpoint files and edit

them in the usual way. you
can also create pdfs directly

from word, excel, and
powerpoint. to make the
most of this feature, you

should have your own copy
of your office documents.
abbyy finereader's feature
set extends from the basics
to more advanced editing

functions. for example, you
can easily create a pdf
version of your existing
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document, change page size
and format, and add

watermarks or other special
features to a pdf. abbyy
finereader 11 64 is an

application that allows users
to open, edit, and view.pdf

documents. this download is
free for 30 days trial. if you
would like to continue using

it, you need to buy it. to
purchase it, please visit .

abbyy finereader 11 64 is a
powerful tool to help you
create, convert, view and
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edit pdf documents. this
trial version provides for 30
days of free use, you can

buy it at the end of the trial
period. if you would like to
continue using it, you need

to buy it. 5ec8ef588b
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